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Abstract

1 Introduction

Examples are helpful because they facilitate understanding of complex is-
sues, but one should always keep in mind that examples are just examples,
and thinking only in terms of examples is dangerous because it is a limit-
ing thinking that may restrict the range of application. Having warned the
reader, we consider now the following simple example to illustrate the topic
of this lecture: an agreement algorithm for synchronous processes that may
crash fail.

Imagine an intersection of two or even more roads, where cars from all
directions want to cross safely without bumping onto each other. Traffic
lights at the intersection regulate the circulation which are governed by a
monitoring computer system that is connected to an array of sensors and
receivers whose role is to ensure that if there is a strong and heavy traffic
from one direction then the system allows sufficient time for these cars so
that the waiting time is evenly distributed. The monitoring system allows
ambulances and special security vehicles to obtain priority at the intersection
by identifying those cars that should not wait too long for the green light.
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Now, if this complex system breaks down we are in trouble: the traffic
slows down and sever accidents may result. To ensure reliability of this
array of traffic lights, three or more independent monitoring systems are
built that work in unison in such a way that if one of these components
breaks down the remaining ones can continue and control the lights in a
satisfactory way. The problem is to ensure that the different components
indeed work in unison. We do not want to be in the situation where one of
these component instructs green light for a certain direction and the other
one sends a green instruction at another direction. Of course, this example
is somewhat contrived and it is imagined for the purpose of explaining the
consensus problem, not as a real question about building traffic lights. The
problem that this example illustrates, namely the consensus problem, is a
real problem that builders of communication systems encounter and which is
considered to be one of the most important issue in distributed computing.
We shall define this problem next and show its solution under the assumption
of synchronous message passing communication. We first explain what is
synchronous computing.

Synchronous executions and the crash failure model. We assume
N processes P1, . . . , PN whose operations are monitored by some global clock
(this is the essence of synchrony). Every process executes a sequential al-
gorithm and at each “tick” of this clock it executes a round of two phases:
in the first phase it sends messages to all other processes, and in the second
phase it collects those messages that are in its incoming channels and makes
some computations for the next round. Since the clock is assumed to be the
same clock for all processes (a global clock), the processes work in unison
as a well-coordinated orchestra. Message channels that connect every two
processes are used for communication. We assume that processes may crash
(recall our example of the traffic light system). A crashed process is inactive
and never recovers, and an inactive process never receives nor sends any
messages.

A distinction is made between messages that are sent from one process to
a specific addressee via a specific channel, and messages that are broadcast
by a process and received by every active process. Broadcasting a message
is an event that actually takes some time, and so it is conceivable that if
a process is active at moment t but crashes at moment t + 1, then it may
die while sending its messages, and so some of the processes may receive
its message but some other processes may not (even though they are still
active).

We assume, for every processes Pi and Pj (i = j is possible), a channel
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Qi,j for messages that Pi sends to Pj . A send instruction by Pi has the
form: send “v to all processes”, and in normal conditions this broadcasting
operation adds v to all the Qi,j queues in one clock tick. If, however, process
Pi crashes during this step, then only some of these channels get this value,
and the crashed process may leave the other channels unchanged. We assume
that When a process is active it executes faithfully its algorithm, sending
messages as instructed and acting as its program instructs and in accordance
with the values of the messages that it receives. When crashed, a process is
completely inactive.

The synchronized activity of the processes is organized in rounds. A
round is composed of two phases. In the first phase every active process Pi

broadcasts its message mi to all processes (including itself). If it remains
active to the end of this round, then all active processes receive this message
in their incoming channel, but if it fails during this round then only some
of the processes receive the message. In the second phase of the round,
each active process Pi collects all the messages that it finds in its incoming
channels, and then it “consults” its program in order to calculate the next
value of Pi that will be its message for the next round. State variable Ci

records the messages that process Pi finds in its incoming channels. Ci

contains all the messages mj of processes Pj that remain active throughout
the round, but it may contain only some of the message mj of processes that
failed during the round and did not manage to send their message to Pi.

To define in details how a round is executed we have to define the notion
of a state. A state S is a function that assigns to every state variable x a
value S(x). In particular every process Pi can be active (alive) or inactive
(crashed) and the boolean variable activei indicates whether Pi is active or
not (S(active) = true or S(active) = false). Each process Pi has a variable
mi, and S(mi) is the message that Pi intends to broadcast to all processes.
An additional state variable is Ci. For any state S, S(Ci) is a set of messages.

A round is defined by means of a pair of states (S, T ) (which form an
“atomic step”). S is the state before the round with its two phases is
executed and T is the resulting state. We have the following specification
for a pair (S, T ) to be a state.

1. For every Pi, if S(activei) = false then T (activei) = false. That is, if
a process Pi is inactive in a state then it remains inactive after any
state.

2. For every 1 ≤ i ≤ N ,

{S(mj) | T (activej) = true} ⊆ T (Ci) ⊆ {S(mj) | S(activej) = true}.
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We have to explain the second item. T (Ci) is the set of messages that Pi

finds in its incoming channels (assuming that Pi is active, for otherwise this
set of messages is meaningless). Any message that Pi finds in its incoming
channel (in the second phase of round (S, T )) must be a message that was
sent in the first phase by some active process Pj . This is the reason for the
inclusion T (Ci) ⊆ {S(mj) | S(activej) = true}. The justification for the first
inclusion {S(mj) | T (activej) = true} ⊆ T (Ci) is that if T (activej) = true,
namely if Pj is active throughout that round, then the message S(mj) that
Pj had broadcasted must have reached Pi and is thence present in its variable
Ci.

The Consensus Problem is to devise an algorithm for N distributed pro-
cesses P1, . . . , PN that operate under the assumption of a synchronous sys-
tem with crash failures as described above and which satisfy the following
requirements. Every process Pi has an initial value vi which is a parameter
in its program (and in different runs of the system vi may have a different
value). We say that Pi “proposes vi”.

1. Termination. If process Pi does not crash in the run, then the exe-
cution of its algorithm eventually terminates with an execution of a
specific instruction “decide” which assigns a “decision value” di that
Pi determines and never changes thereafter.

2. Agreement. There is a value v so that every process Pj that terminates
its program decides dj = v.

3. Validity. If a process decides on value v then it must be the case that
some process proposed this value.

A simple solution of the Consensus Problem in the synchronous model is
the algorithm in Figure 11. We assume that the values initially proposed by
the processes v1, . . . , vN are numbers (or any other members of some linearly
ordered set) so that the minimum value of any non-empty set of vi’s is well
defined.

The consensus algorithm for the synchronous message passing model is
described in Figure 1 and we explain it informally first. We assume that
all processes are active at the first round, but in any later round one or
more processes may crash. Initially every process Pi has a value vi which
it assigns to variable mi and sends to all processes (including to itself) in

1We find this algorithm in the Distributed Computing textbook of Attiya and Welch,
who refer to Dolev and Strong (1983) as the origin of this algorithm.
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1. mi := vi (where vi is the initial proposal value of Pi);

2. for round := 1 to N − 1:

(a) send mi to every Pj ;

(b) Let Ci be the set of all messages that are dequeued in the
Qj,i queues, 1 ≤ j ≤ N ;

let mi := minC.

3. return the decision value mi

Figure 1: The agreement protocol for process Pi. The queues Qi,j are ini-
tially empty.

the Qi,j channels which are initially empty. This is phase (a) in round 1. In
every round r = 1, . . . N−1 a process Pi that is active at that round executes
a step which consists of two phases. In the first phase it send message mi

to all processes, and there are two possibilities:

1. If process Pi remains active throughout this round, then message mi

enters all the Qi,j queues of active processes.

2. If process Pi crashes and is no longer alive by the end of this round,
then it is conceivable that some of the active processes do not get this
message mi. (Presumably Pi died before completing its broadcasting
actions.)

More formally, we say that a pair of states (S, T ) is a round execution if
the following holds for every process index 1 ≤ k ≤ N .

A1 If S(activei) = false then T (activei) = false. If T (activei) = false then
T (mi) is not defined.

A2 If T (activei) = true then T (mi) = minT (Ci) where T (Ci) is a set of
messages so that

{S(m`) | T (active`) = true} ⊆ T (Ci) ⊆ {S(m`) | S(active`) = true}.

We want to prove that this algorithm solves the consensus problem under
the assumption of a synchronous message passing model with possible crash
failures. Let S1, S2, . . . , SN−1, SN be a sequence of states that forms an
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execution of N − 1 rounds: (S1, S2) is the first round, (S2, S3) the second
round, etc. until the last round (SN−1, SN ).

Claim 1.1 Let I = {S1(vj) | 1 ≤ j ≤ N} be the set of initial values. The
following holds for every r such that 1 ≤ r ≤ N and for every process index
i such that Sr(activei) = true.

1. Sr(mi) ∈ I.

2. If 1 < r ≤ N then (a) Sr(Ci) ⊆ I, (b) Sr(mi) = minSr(Ci), (c)
Sr−1(mi) ∈ Sr(Ci) (from which it follows that Sr(mi) ≤ Sr−1(mi)),
and (d) every v ∈ Sr(Ci) is equal to Sr−1(m`) for some 1 ≤ ` ≤ N
such that P` is active at Sr−1. In particular Sr(mi) = Sr−1(m`) for
some 1 ≤ ` ≤ N such that P` is active at Sr−1.

Proof. Intuitively, the claim is argued as follows. Since (Sr−1, Sr) is a
round, every process Pj that is active in Sr−1 sends its mi value to all
processes in the first phase, and in the second phase it collects in Ci those mk

values that it finds in its incoming channels. Hence every value in Sr(Ci) is
some m` value that P` sends at the first phase of this round. So an inductive
argument can show that every value in Sr(Ci) is an initial value, and since
Pi sends mi to itself as well, Sr−1(mi) is in Sr(Ci) and hence Sr(mi) (which
is the minimum of Sr(Ci)) is ≤ Sr−1(mi). That is, the mi values can only
decrease. A more formal proof of the claim is by induction on r.

For r = 1, S1 is an initial state, and by definition S1(mi) = S1(vi) and
hence S1(mi) ∈ I.

Assuming that the claim holds for Sr (where r < N), we shall prove
it for Sr+1 by considering the step (Sr, Sr+1). Suppose that Pi is active
at state Sr+1. Then Pi is a active at Sr by item A1 in the definition of
a round. We have to prove that Sr+1(Ci) ⊆ I, Sr+1(mi) = minSr+1(Ci),
Sr+1(mi) ≤ Sr(mi), and that Sr+1(mi) = Sr(m`) for some 1 ≤ ` ≤ N such
that P` is active at Sr.

By property A2, Sr+1(mi) = minSr+1(Ci), and

{Sr(m`) | Sr+1(active`) = true} ⊆ Sr+1(Ci) ⊆ {Sr(m`) | Sr(active`) = true}.

Since Pi is active in Sr+1, Sr(mi) ∈ Sr+1(Ci), and hence Sr+1(mi) =
minSr+1(Ci) ≤ Sr(mi).

Since Sr+1(Ci) ⊆ {Sr(m`) | Sr(active`) = true}, and as the inductive
assumption gives that Sr(m`) ∈ I whenever Sr(active`) = true, Sr+1(Ci) ⊆
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I follows. And minSr+1(Ci) in particular is in I. This inclusion also proves
item (d): any v ∈ Sr+1(Ci) is equal to Sr(m`) for some 1 ≤ ` ≤ N such that
P` is active at Sr.

We thus get the following lemma.

Lemma 1.2 For every 1 ≤ n ≤ N , if Sn(mi) is defined then S1(mi) ≥
S2(mi) ≥ · · · ≥ Sn(mi).

Item 2(d) of Claim 1.1 allows us to define for every 1 < r ≤ N and for
every 1 ≤ i ≤ N such that Pi is active at Sr, a process index ` = `(r, i) such
that P` is active at Sr−1 and

Sr(mi) = Sr−1(m`). (1)

Using Claim 1.1 and equation (1) we can define for every index i for
which SN (mi) is defined a sequence of process indexes `N , `N−1 . . . `1 by the
(backward) recursion

1. `N = i and

2. `r = `(r + 1, `r+1) (where 1 ≤ r < N).

The sequence `N−1 . . . `1 (of length N − 1) thus defined plays an important
role in the proof of the agreement property, and so it is given a name:
the generating sequence for N and i. If v = SN (mi), then the generating
sequence has the property that

P`r is active at state Sr and Sr(m`r) = v for all 1 ≤ r < N.

For every Pi, if SN (activei) = true then SN (mi) is the decision of process
Pi. To prove agreement, we must show for every process indexes i and j
that if SN (activei) = true and SN (activej) = true then SN (mj) = SN (mi).
By symmetry, it suffices to prove that SN (mj) ≤ SN (mi), and this is what
we shall do.

Lemma 1.3 Suppose that i and j are two indexes such that SN (activei) =
true and SN (activej) = true. Then SN (mj) ≤ SN (mi).

Proof. Say SN (mi) = p. Consider the generating sequence for SN (mi). It
is a sequence of process indexes `N−1 . . . `1 such that S1(m`1) = S2(m`2) =
· · · = SN−1(`N−1) = p. We shall prove that for some round number r < N ,
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Sr+1(active`r) = true. Informally speaking, we want to prove that for some
r < N process P`r does not crash after sending message Sr(m`r) (which has
value p). This will ensure that all active processes receive this message p at
state Sr+1, and in particular this will show that Sr+1(mj) ≤ p and hence
that SN (mj) ≤ p.

We claim that there exists some round number r < N such that P`r is
still active at state Sr+1. Suppose for a contradiction that this is not the
case and for every 1 ≤ r < N process P`r is failed at state Sr+1 (that is,
failed during the round (Sr, Sr+1)). This implies that for 1 ≤ r < s < N
`r 6= `s (because P`s is active at state Ss and is hence active at Sr+1). This
would yield N − 1 processes that have failed, namely P`1 , . . . , P`N−1

. But
Pi and Pj are not among these failed processes (having reached state SN

without failing), and hence we can count N−1+2 different processes, which
is not the case since N is the number of processes.

Thus we have proved that for some round number r < N , Sr+1(active`r) =
true. By property A2,

{Sr(m`) | Sr+1(active`) = true} ⊆ Sr+1(Cj)

and hence for ` = `r, p = Sr(m`r) ∈ Sr+1(Cj), and (using Lemma 1.2) this
implies that SN (mj) ≤ Sr+1(mj) = minSr+1(Cj) ≤ p as required.

Exercise 1.4 Suppose that for some number K ≤ N−1 we now for sure that
there are no K failed processes. That is, the number of failed processes in any
execution is always strictly less than K. Prove that under this assumption
the algorithm of Figure 1 can be shortened by changing line from

for round := 1 to N − 1

to
for round := 1 to K.
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